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4ssessment Criteria
lntrodnction is well written, brlei
interesting, and compelling. tt
motavates the work and provides a
clear statement of the examined issue.
lt píesents and overview ofthe thesis.

2.

il

Scale

Camments

Outstanding

The averview of the th*sis is
straightforward and easy to read.

Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat deficie*t
Very deficient

The thesis shows the author's
appropriate knowledge of the subiect

Very good

matter through the background/review

Acceptable

of literature. The a;thor presents
iníormatign from a variety of quality
electronic and print sources. Sources
are relevant, balanced and inetude
critical readings ;elating to :he thesis
or problem. Prima*y sources are

Outstanding

Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

There are some shortccmings
concerning citatiorrs. Namely, the
author does not say who translated the
Czech sources presented in the

'References lisl'. Mcrecv*a, some
authors cited in the theoretical part,
ie.g. Gower et al. -p.11), are not
mentioned in the list-

inciuded {if appropr"iate}.

3.

&.

6.

The author earefuliy analyzed the
information ccllected and drew

Outs!*nding

Verygeod

The authsr has clearty demonsirated
her e*thusiasm concernir:g the area

appropriate a*d inve*tive conclusions
supported b,y evidence. ldeas are richly
supported wilh accurale details that
develop the main pcint, The author's
voice is evideat.

Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

under investigation.

The thesis displays critical thinkíng and
avoids simplistic description or
suťnmary of information.

Outstanding
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

The practical research and the resuiis
are clearly described ar':d the statistics
are very well handled,

Conclusion effeďively restates the
argument. lt Summarizes the main
findings and follows logically from the
analysis presented.

Outstanding
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat def!cient
Very deficient

The text is organized in a logical
manne.. lt flows naturally and is easy
to f3!low. Transitions, summaries and
conclusigns exist as appropriate. The

author ;;ses standard spelling,
gramrŤ:aa, and punetuation.

Outstanding
Very good

Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deiicient

ln general, the text is well organized,
with some stylistic shortcomings-

The language use is precise. The
student makes proficient use of
language in a way that is appropriate
for the discipline and/or genre in which

the student is writing.

L

Outstanding
Very good

Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deScient

The th*:is m*ets the general

Outsta*ding

íequaremenis {ťolmaŤting' chapters,
length, division into sections, etc.).
References are cited properly w*hln
the text and a complete referen*e lisi
!s pravided-

Very gcod

Acceptable
Somewhat deficie:'rl
Very deficient

The language is rather colloquial.

Considering that thas ilesis is written in
the student's mother tongue (Czechi,
one would expect a much higher
academic ievel. There 6re a number tf
stylistic problems {punctuation, ř;ord
order, etc.
The thesis as a whoie is well presented
and formatted. What makes !t less
vatu*ble is the way the a:.;thor uses the
refere*ces.

Final Comments & Questions
ln general, this is an interesting piece of work, well organized, with lots of gcod illustrations (graphs and

.ommentaries). The author should be praised for having devcted her energy and time to the actual research
lt may s*:ve as * g*cd source íor of information for Czech teachers of Engllsh in primary schoois.
Recommended grade: Va*Y GOOD.
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